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INTRODUCTION
The summer has finally arrived in
Germany and we are in the middle
of the holiday season. Still, we are
busy with the customer orders we
have received. In the last months
larger projects have been
completed in China, Germany,
Thailand, Turkey and in the United
Kingdom. We thank our customers
for their excellent cooperation and
looking forward for the projects
coming in the second half of this
year.
Yours,
Dirk Pörtner
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EXTENSION OF HEYE WORKSHOP &
LOGISTICS: SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

Summer JarSalad
Empty glass jars can be used for
lots of different things. But one of
the best glass reuse ideas we
have seen recently is to create injar meals such as soups, salads
or even cakes and puddings.
They make great gifts and can be
easily tailored to the tastes of
your friends and families.
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In the last weeks construction people had been busy at the Heye
sites in Germany. Freshly painted walls, a new floor covering, an
extended loading ramp and three new production fields with
gates, cranes, electrical and compressed air installations
documenting the reconstruction of the final assembly is
completed. These include road markings for safe walkways and
material zones and working places. After around 3.000 pallets of
material were successfully relocated, the operations started again
in the newly renovated warehouse for machine parts in
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Stadthagen. Bernhard Schneeweiß, head of logistics, is happy.
“Delivery times can be reduced in the future, as the different
processes in production and logistics are now even better than
before.”
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MAXIMUM SAFETY WITH HEYE IS-MACHINES
Safety gets more and more important, which is a very positive
tendency. Heye provides now a new Safety Snap, mounted on
the latest Heye valve blocks. This means an extraordinary safetyplus for the machine operator. With this safety snap, an
unintended release of an override valve is impossible. This gives
a complete protection that no critical movement of the
corresponding mechanism can happen, whilst some is working on
the section. The new Safety Snap can be added to any track of
the new Heye valve block. These manual snaps complete the
electric safety function, already being used since many years.

The Heye valve block concept consists of two blocks, on for the
blank side and one for the blow side. The operator can directly
see what is happening before him, nothing is hidden (other
suppliers use one valve block for both sides and have bad or no
sight to the other side). In addition, Heye uses a metal cover for
the valve blocks, so an accidental release of a valve is excluded.
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POSITIVE FEEDBACK ON HEYE PROCESS
CONTROL WITH PRESS DURATION
CONTROL
Arturo Garcia from SIVESA in Mexico is impressed: “It is
fascinating how fast we come to good results. The Press Duration
Control from Heye makes many article defects a thing of the past.
In addition, fast and efficient job changes without long trial and
error phases become a reality.”
In brief, the Press Duration Control solution avoids too short a
press duration (unfilled finishes, hollow necks, thin shoulders and
thick bottoms), while also avoiding a press duration that is too
long (press marks, vertical finish checks, thin bottoms, seams in
the finish and blank mould seams).
The Press Duration Control is an optional feature for the Heye
Process Control.
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